Abstract. We study a deformation of what we call hypergeometric fibrations. Its periods and K 1 -regulators are described in terms of hypergeometric functions 3 F 2 in a variable given by the deformation parameter.
Introduction
In [1] and [2] we studied the periods and regulators for a certain class of fibrations, which we call hypergeometric fibrations (see §3 for the definition). The purpose of this paper is to extend the main results in [2] .
Let f : X → P 1 be a hypergeometric fibration in the sense of §3.1. Let π : P 1 → P 1 be a map given by t → t l with l ≥ 1 an integer. Let
/ / P 1 be a Cartesian diagram with i a desingularization. One of the main results in [2] is the period formula which describes the periods of X (l) , and the other is the regulator formula which describes Beilinson's regualtor map on the motivic cohomology group H 3 M (X (l) , Q(2)), especially on elements supported on certain singular fibers of f (l) . In particular we described the regulator in terms of the special values of the generalized hypergeometric functions 3 F 2 α1,α2,α3, β1,β2 ; z at z = 1. We extend those results in the following way. Our idea is simple, just replacing π with a map π λ given by t → λ − t l for λ ∈ C \ {0, 1}. We then obtain fibrations
λ → P 1 in the same way as above, and they are parametrized by λ. We combination of log of algebraic numbers. Theorem 5.9 (=a precise version of Theorem 5.1) enables us to obtain its functional version, namely we can give a sufficientl condition for that 3 F 2 (z) is written in terms of the logarithmic functions. This will be discussed in a paper [3] . At the conference "Regulator IV" in Paris (May 2016), S. Bloch asked the first author whether results in the author's talk gave examples to the following question of V. Golyshev.
Question: Let
be the hypergeometric differential operator and let M = D S /D S P HG the D S -module on S = P 1 \{0, 1, ∞} where D S denotes the sheaf of differential operators. Suppose that M is reducible, equivalently ∃α i ∈ Z or α j − β k ∈ Z for some j, k, so that there is an exact sequence 0 −→ N −→ M −→ Q −→ 0 of D S -modules. Then does it underly a variation of mixed Hodge structures of geometric origin? If so, does the extension data arise from Beilinson's regulator map on a motivic cohomology group? Moreover, is the regulator described in terms of hypergeometric functions which are solutions of P HG ? See Theorem 5.8. Our regulator formula (Theorem 5.1) gives an affirmative answer in case p = 3 and α 1 = α 2 = 1. However we do not have a general solution to his question.
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Notations. For α ∈ C and an integer n ≥ 0, (α) n = .
Throughout this paper, we fix an embedding Q ֒→ C, and think Q of being a subfield. For a variety X over Q, H n dR (X) = H n dR (X/Q) denotes the algebraic de Rham cohomology and H n (X, Q) denotes the Betti cohomology of the analytic manifold X an = (X × Q C) an .
Betti-de Rham Structures, Hodge-de Rham Structures and Periods
2.1. Betti-de Rham structures and Hodge-de Rham structures. Let k B , k dR be fields with fixed embeddings k B ֒→ C and k dR ֒→ C. A Betti-de Rham structure over (k B , k dR ) (abbreviated BdR) is a datum (H B , H dR , ι) consisting of
• a finite dimensional vector space H B (resp. H dR ) over k B (resp. k dR ),
• a comparison isomorphism ι : C ⊗ k dR H dR ∼ → C ⊗ kB H B . A Hodge-de Rham structure over k dR (abbreviated HdR) is a datum (H B , H dR , F
• , ι) consisting of
• a finite dimensional vector space H B (resp. H dR ) over Q (resp. k dR ),
• a finite decreasing filtration
• , ι) is a Hodge structure in the usual sense. A mixed Hodge-de Rham structure (H B , W B , H dR , F
• , W dR , ι) over k dR (abbreviated MHdR) is defined in the similar way where W B (resp. W dR ) is a finite increasing filtration on H B (resp. H dR ). The Tate twists
−r . The dual and tensor products of BdR, HdR and MHdR are defined in the customary way.
In this paper we usually consider the case k dR = Q ֒→ C with the fixed embedding.
A filtered Betti- 
where k = (k B , k dR , F • , id) denotes the unit object which is defined as F 0 k dR = k dR , F 1 k dR = 0 and the comparison is the identity.
2.2.
Periods. For a Betti-de Rham structure H = (H B , H dR , ι), the period matrix of H is defined to be the representation matrix of ι with respect to the k B , k dRlattices H B , H dR , and we denote by
Multiplication.
A multiplication on a Betti-de Rham structure H by a commutative Q-algebra R is defined as a ring homomorphism R → End BdR (H) to the endomorphism ring of Betti-de Rham structures. The tensor product H 1 ⊗ R H 2 over R is defined to be
endowed with multiplication by R. The multiplication on the dual Betti-de Rham structure
is defined in such a way that rφ := φ • r for φ ∈ Hom(H B , k B ) and r ∈ R. A multiplication on a filtered BdR, HdR, MHdR and its χ-parts are defined in the same way as above.
Assume Im(k B ֒→ C) ⊂ Q and Im(k dR ֒→ C) ⊂ Q (note that Q ֒→ C is fixed throughout the paper). For a homomorphism χ : R → Q, we define the χ-part of a BdR structure H as
where k B ⊗ R → Q and k dR ⊗ R → Q are induced from χ and the embeddings k B ֒→ Q and k dR ֒→ Q. Then H(χ) is a BdR over (Q, Q). We call its period matrix
the χ-part of the period matrix of H. The χ-part of filtered BdR, HdR and MHdR are defined in the same way. Suppose that R is a semisimple and finite-dimensional Q-algebra. Then the functor Filt-BdR kB ,k dR → Filt-BdR Q,Q given by H → H(χ) is exact. Composing with the forgetting functor MHdR k dR → Filt-BdR Q,k dR one has a map
and we call M (χ) the χ-part of extension class M . Let X be a smooth projective variety over k dR . Let
be the Beilinson regulator map. Suppose that the mixed Hodge de Rham structure H := H i−1 (X, Q(j)) over k dR has a multiplication by R. Then we call the composition
the χ-part of regulator map.
2.4.
Variations of Hodge-de Rham structures. Let S be a smooth variety over k dR . A filtered Betti-de Rham structure on S consists of a datum (H B , H dR , F
• , ∇, ι) where
• H B is a local system of finite dimensional k B -modules on S an , • H dR is a locally free O S -module of finite rank, and F
• is a finite decreasing filtration which is locally a direct summand, 
Hypergeometric Fibrations
In what follows we work over the base field k dR = Q.
3.1. Definition. Let R be a finite-dimensional semisimple Q-algebra. Let e : R → E be a surjection onto a number field E. Let X be a smooth projective variety over k dR , and f : X → P 1 a surjective map. We say f is a hypergeometric fibration with multiplication by (R, e) if it is endowed with a multiplication on R 1 f * Q| U by R where U ⊂ P 1 is the maximal Zariski open set such that f is smooth over U and the following conditions hold. We fix an inhomogeneous coordinate t ∈ P 1 .
• f is smooth over
where we write V (e) := E ⊗ e,R V the e-part,
, ∞} be the Picard fibration whose general fiber is the Picard variety Pic 0 (f −1 (t)), and let Pic 0 f (e) be the component associated to the e-part (R 1 f * Q)(e) (this is well-defined up to isogeny). Then Pic 0 f (e) → P 1 \ {0, 1, ∞} has a totally degenerate semistable reduction at t = 1. The last condition is equivalent to say that the local monodromy T on (R 1 f * Q)(e) at t = 1 is unipotent and the rank of log monodromy N := log(T ) is maximal, namely rank(N ) =
by the second condition).
Example 3.1 (Gauss type). Let f : X → P 1 be the fibration over Q whose general fiber is defined by an affine equation
with 0 < a, b < N and gcd(N, a, b) = 1. Let µ N ⊂ Q be the group of N th roots of unity. It gives automorphisms (x, y, t) → (x, ζ N y, t) for ζ N ∈ µ N , and then it defines a multiplication by R = Q[µ N ] (=group ring) on R 1 f * Q. Then one can show that f is a hypergeometric fibration with multiplication by (R, e) if and only
Example 3.2 (Fermat type). Let f : X → P 1 be the fibration over Q defined by an affine equation
The group ring R = Q[µ n , µ m ] acts on R 1 f * Q in a natural way. Then f is a hypergeometric fibration with multiplication by (R, e) if and only if e : Q[µ n × µ m ] → E does not factor through the projections µ n ×µ m → µ n nor µ n ×µ m → µ m . The reason why we call this "Fermat type" is the following. Letting
3.2. Basic properties. We sum up some properties on our hypergeometric fibrations, which will be used in later sections. See [2] §3.3 for complete proofs
be rational numbers such that e 
1 The definition of "hypergeometric fibrations" in [2] §3.1 is slightly different from that in §3.1.
However, the same arguments entirely work in our situation.
Proposition 3.5. Let ψ t=1 denote the nearby cohomology functor at t = 1 and let W • be the weight monodromy filtration induced by the log monodromy N 1 = log(T 1 ).
Then there are isomorphisms
of Hodge-de Rham structure with compatible E-action, where E is endowed with a trivial Hodge-de Rham structure of type (0, 0).
Period Formula
4.1. Setting. Let R 0 be a finite-dimensional semisimple Q-algebra and e 0 : R 0 → E 0 be a surjection onto a number field E 0 . Let f : X → P 1 be a hypergeometric fibration over Q with multiplication by (R 0 , e 0 ) in the sense of §3.1.
Let S := A 1 \ {0, 1} be defined over Q with coordinate λ. Write P
Then we consider a variation of Hodge-de Rham structures
on U and a variation of mixed Hodge-de Rham structures
Since M is a variation of Hodge-de Rham structures of pure weight 1, the weights of H are at most 2, 3 and 4. We have an exact sequence
with W 2 H a variation of Hodge-de Rham structures of pure weight 2. The group µ l ⊂ Q × of lth roots of unity acts on the cyclic covering π. Thus the group ring R := R 0 [µ l ] acts on the sheaf M and hence on H . In what follows we fix e : R → E a surjection onto a number field E such that Ker(e) ⊃ Ker(e 0 ). There is a unique embedding E 0 ֒→ E making the diagram
is of rank 2 over E. Let χ : R → Q be a homomorphism factoring through e. This also induces R 0 → Q which we also write χ by abuse of notation. Define k ∈ {0, 1, 
Equivalently, these are congruent mod Z to the eigenvalues of the residue Res t=0 (∇) (resp. Res t=∞ (∇)) of the connection on the χ-part of the bundle
Note that the local monodromy T 1 at t = 1 is unipotent. Since T 0 T 1 T ∞ is the identity, we have
4.2. Theorem on periods. Let O an be the sheaf of analytic functions on S an , O zar the Zariski sheaf of rational functions (with coefficients in Q) on S with coordinate λ. Let a be the canonical morphism from the analytic site to the Zariski site. We put
sheaves on the analytic site. The comparison isomorphism of W 2 H gives an analytic section
of sheaves by associating the representation matrices with respect to the lattices W 2 H B and W 2 H dR . We call the image of ι the period matrix of W 2 H :
The χ-part of W 2 H defines the χ-part of the period matrix (r := rankW 2 H (χ))
, the period matrix is locally given by
where we put
and Θ is a differential operator of the form
4.3. Proof of Period formula: Part 1. We first show dim Q W 2 H (χ) = 2. We write U a := pr
where pr 2 : U → S. Moreover we put the fibers
where π a : P 1 → P 1 is the map given by s → a − s l . When a ∈ Q \ {0, 1}, we endow M a and H a with HdR structure over Q induced from the Q-frames on M dR and H dR respectively. We then want to show dim Q W 2 H a (χ) = 2 for a ∈ Q \ {0, 1}. The weight filtration induces an exact sequence
There are canonical isomorphisms
T 1 is unipotent with trivial action on Q(ε k ), and T a is multiplication by e 2πiq χ with trivial action on (R 1 f * Q)(χ). The eigenvalues of T 0 (resp. T ∞ ) are
Recall (4.3). We then have
where ψ t=p denotes the nearby cohomology at t = p. By the assumption q χ ≡ 0, α χ , β χ (mod Z), T a and T ∞ have no eigenvalue 1 on the χ-part of ψM a . Hence
It follows from Proposition 3.5 that we have dim Q Coker(T 1 − 1) = 1. There remains to show dim Q Coker(T 0 − 1) = 1. By the assumption α
This contradicts with Proposition 3.4. We thus have dim Q Coker(T 0 −1) = 1, and hence dim Q H a (χ)/W 2 = 2. This completes the proof of dim Q W 2 H a (χ) = 2.
In the discussion above, we obtained the following.
of variations of mixed Hodge-de Rham structures on
is endowed with a Hodge-de Rham structure of type (2, 2) (Proposition 3.5).
Relative 1-form
,∞} of the Hodge bundle has rank one (Proposition 3.3). Hence it is a trivial line bindle on P 1 \ {0, 1, ∞}. In what follows we fix a relative 1-form
X/P 1 )(χ)) with coefficients in Q which is everywhere nonzero (until the end of the paper). Let X t = f −1 (t) be the general fiber. We fix (nonzero) homology cycles The differential equation
Among Kummer's 24 solutions, we used in the preceding lemma
Later in Section 5.4, we will use the solution
which has the characteristic exponent 1 − α − β at t = 0. These satisfy the linear relation (cf. [6, §2.9])
This can be written, using functional equations of the gamma function
By taking an embedded resolution, we may assume that the reduced divisor
of the singular fibers is a NCD. Recall from Lemma 4.3 (Key Lemma) the differential operator θ = p 0 (t) + p 1 (t)
, where the locally free sheaf Ω 1 X/P 1 (log D) is defined by the exact sequence
By the projection formula,
This implies
and hence we have an exact sequence
a (s), Q). In particular, by taking the weight 2 piece, we have a canonical isomorphism
Consider the rational 2-form
for m ≥ 1. By the assumption P2, 
Summarizing, we have:
Lemma 4.4. Let ω χ be a relative 1-form satisfying the condition P2. Then for any integer m ≥ 1 such that m ≡ k (mod l), the rational 2-form
As is shown in §4. 
. As is easily shown,
is injective (cf.
[2] §6.1), and A dR is obviously contained in H 2 dR (U a ) fib . Our goal is to find m i and
and show that the entries (regarded as analytic functions of variable a) are as in Theorem 4.1. Then this gives the period matrix Per(W 2 H (χ)).
Recall from §4.4 the homology cycle δ ∈ H 1 (f −1 (t), Q)(χ). We think it being a homology cycle in a fiber f −1 a (s). We take the Lefschetz thimble ∆ ⊂ U a over a segment from s = 0 to s = l √ a − 1 (a fixed lth root). Let ζ ∈ µ l be a primitive lth root of unity and σ ζ ∈ Aut(π a ) be the corresponding automorphism. We denote the automorphism of X a induced from σ ζ × id X by the same symbol σ ζ . ∆ has no boundary over s = l √ a − 1, but may have boundary over s = 0. Since σ ζ acts on the fiber over s = 0 as identity, (1 − σ ζ )∆ has no boundary:
Let T a=0 denote the local monodromy at a = 0 on H 2 (U a , Q) and we put
(4.10)
Let p i (t) ∈ Q[t] be polynomials which satisfy P1 in the beginning of §4.5. Put
so that
for a sufficiently large N .
Lemma 4.5. Let F µ (λ) and G m (λ) be as defined in Theorem 4.1. Then we have, for µ > 1,
(4.14)
in general, we have
Hence (4.13) is equivalent to
and this is easily verified. One proves (4.14) similarly, using (4.15) and the functional equation Γ(s + 1) = sΓ(s).
Proposition 4.6. For a ∈ C \ {0, 1} and any positive integer m ≡ k (mod l), put
and regard it as an analytic function P m (λ) of variable λ. Then we have
Moreover we have, if µ > 1,
Proof. Letting t = λ − s l we have by (4.4)
Here the second equality follows from integration by parts and the assumption 1 − t | p 1 (t) in P1. By (4.12) and letting 1 − t = (1 − λ)u, we have
By the integral representation of 3 F 2 (cf. [7] , (4.
we have
Hence we obtain
Now (4.16) follows using (4.13), from which (4.17) follows using
and (4.13).
Proposition 4.7. Let the notations be as in Proposition 4.6. There is a differential operator Θ = q(λ) + r(λ)∂ λ with q(λ), r(λ) ∈ Q[λ, 1/λ(λ − 1)], such that
Proof. By (4.13), we have
Hence by Proposition 4.6, we have P m (λ) = 2πi · Θ 1 F µ+N (λ) with
Recall that F µ (λ) is a solution of the differential equation satisfied by
i.e., DF µ (λ) = 0 with
Hence we have
Applying this iteratively, we obtain a differential operator Θ 2 of degree N such that
By reducing the degree of Θ 1 Θ 2 using (4.19), we obtain the proposition.
To compute the period along Z 2 (see (4.10)), we prepare the following. 
Here Zi s m−l−1 ds ω χ is also regarded as an analytic function of variable λ as in Proposition 4.6.
Proof. Firstly, since σ ζ acts on s m−1 ds as multiplication by ζ m , we have, by Proposition 4.7,
Secondly, G µ (λ) is a solution of the differential equation (4.19), and its monodromy at λ = 0 is given by
(see [6, §2.9 (43)]). Note that ξ depends only on µ mod Z and ξ = 1 by the assumption. Hence we have
Then the computation for Zi s m−l−1 ds ω χ (i = 1, 2) follows by Proposition 4.6. Now we finish the proof of Theorem 4.1. By Proposition 4.8, it suffices to show
for some m. This is equivalent to that ΘF µ (λ)/ΘG µ (λ) is non-constant. Suppose that ΘF µ (λ) = CΘG µ (λ) for some constant C. Then F µ (λ) − CG µ (λ) is a solution of both Θf = 0 and (4.19). Since (4.19) is irreducible by the assumption that µ ≡ α, β, α + β (mod Z), and the order of Θ is one, we have Θ = 0. Suppose that this is the case for any m > l with m ≡ k (mod l). Then P m (λ) = ∆ s m−1 ds ω χ = 0 for any such m. Applying the elementary lemma below (replace s with x 1/l ), it follows that δ ω χ = 0, hence a contradiction. 
Since the right-hand side is positive for sufficiently large n, this contradicts the assumption.
Regulator Formula
We keep the setting and the notations in §4.1. Put
a VHdR on S. In this section we discuss the exact sequences
of mixed Hodge-de Rham structures on S = P 1 \ {0, 1, ∞} arising from (4.1), where the right vertical inclusion is as in Proposition 4.2. Since Gr W 2 ψ t=1 (R 1 f * Q)(e 0 ) ∼ = E 0 is a constant VHdR of type (1, 1), C(e) is one-dimensional over E and endowed with Hodge type (1, 1) (however the monodromy is nontrivial).
Setting. Let
be a polarization form which also induces a polarization on the e 0 -part (R 1 f * Q)(e 0 ). It naturally extends to a non-degenerate pairing Q : M ⊗ M → Q(−1) which is compatible with the action of Aut(π) ∼ = µ l , namely Q(σx, σy) = Q(x, y) for σ ∈ Aut(π). This also induces a polarization on the e-part M (e). We have isomorphisms
induced from Q where (−) * denotes the dual sheaf. Let j : U ֒→ P 1 S and pr 2 :
induced from the Verdier duality and (5.3). We show that (5.4) induces an isomorphism
S be the complement. Note that Z is finite etale over S. There is an exact sequence
of mixed Hodge modules where
3 for the notation). The mixed Hodge-de Rham structure
has weight ≤ 1. This implies Gr
We thus have (5.5) by taking the graded piece of (5.4) of weight −2.
The isomorphisms (5.3) and (5.5) are not compatible with respect to the multiplication by R. Here the multiplication on the left hand side of (5.3) or (5.5) is given as in §2.3. For r ∈ E, we denote by t r the multiplication on M (e) such that
The multiplication by r on the left corresponds to t r in the right of (5.3). Note t σ = σ −1 for σ ∈ Aut(π). For χ : R → Q, we denote (−)( t χ) the subspace on which t r acts by multiplication by χ(r) for all r ∈ E. Then (5.3) and (5.5) induce
Theorem on regulators.
Let O zar be the Zariski sheaf of polynomial functions (with coefficients in Q) on S = A 1 Q \ {0, 1} with coordinate λ. Let O an be the sheaf of analytic functions on S an = C an \ {0, 1}. Let a be the canonical morphism from the analytic site to the Zariski site. Set
sheaves on the analytic site C an \ {0, 1}. Note J * ∼ = J by (5.5). Let C be the VHdR on S as defined in (5.1). Let h : S → S be a generically finite and dominant map such that (2)).
be the connecting homomorphism arising from the exact sequence of (5.2). Let ρ be the composition of maps
where the second arrow is constructed in a similar way to the proof of Proposition 2.1. Let ρ( t χ) be t χ-part of ρ, namely the composition of maps
Here J * (χ) is defined by replacing W 2 H dR with W 2 H dR (χ), and
Theorem 5.1 (Regulator formula). Let the assumptions, µ and Θ be as in Theorem
be a local lifting where the isomorphism is with respect to a Q-frame of W 2 H dR (χ). Then we have
The map ρ is related to Beilinson's regulator map in the following way. Let P 1 S := P 1 × S and π :
, so that we have
where (2)) is the inverse image of Ext 1 VMHdR (Q, (R 2 g * Q(2)) 0 ) by reg. Let D S ⊂ X S be the inverse image of singular fibers D ⊂ X of f . Then there is a canonical map
from the motivic cohomology group with support in D S . Then the following dia
Since a 2 is surjective, so are a 1 and a 3 . Moreover a 3 is bijective (local invariant cycle theorem).
Let Z 1 , Z 2 be the homology cycles (4.10), and (m 1 , m 2 ) = (lµ, lµ − l) where µ is as in Theorem 4.1. Note that (W 2 H a ) * (χ) is spanned by the images of Z 1 and Z 2 . Hence
and the composition of the above coincides with the restriction ρ( t χ)| λ=a . Moreover the image of H 2 (U a , Q) is given by the period matrix
given by the Q-basis {s
(1); Q) be a lifting of the homology cycle 1 ∈ Q ∼ = H 1 (D ss a )(χ). Then there is an algebraic function R(λ) ∈ Q(λ) of variable λ such that
for a in a small neighbourhood of C an \ {0, 1}.
Proof. See [2] , Proposition 7.2; the situation there is slightly different but the same discussion works.
5.4.
Proof of Regulator formula : Part 2. Recall from §4.4 the homology cycles δ, γ ∈ H 1 (X t , Q)(χ). By the local invariant cycle theorem, there is an exact sequence 6) where T 0 is the local monodromy at t = 0. We note that H 1 (f −1 (0), Q) has multiplication by R 0 induced from (5.6) (recall from §4.1 that R 1 f * Q has multiplication by R 0 ). An element γ ′ ∈ H 1 (X t , Q)(χ) vanishes as t → 0 if and only if it belongs to the one-dimensional space
Lemma 5.3. Put
, and we have
Proof. If α χ + β χ = 1, then T 0 is unipotent and Im(T 0 − 1) = Ker(T 0 − 1), to which γ ′ = γ belongs. The assertion about the period is Lemma 4.3. Suppose α χ + β χ = 1. Recall the notations (4.5), (4.6) and the relation (4.7). The assertion about the period follows from (4.7). Since f 1 (t) and f 3 (t) form a basis of the local solutions near t = 0, and T 0 − 1 annihilates f 1 (t) but not f 3 (t), the γ ′ generates Im(T 0 − 1).
We regard γ ′ as a homology cycle in a general fiber of f a . Fix lth roots . Note that δ vanishes as t → 1 but γ does not. Therefore Γ a has a nontrivial boundary supported on f
Note that H B 1 (f −1 (1), Q) has multiplication by R 0 via the local invariant cycle theorem (cf. (5.6) ). The χ| R0 -part H
is one-dimensional, spanned by the sum
. Therefore, in Lemma 5.2 we may take Γ(a) to be the sum σ∈µ l χ(σ) −1 · σΓ a . Then we have
Lemma 5.4. Let H µ (λ) be as defined in Theorem 5.1. Then we have
and
Proof. Recall the integral representation of 2 F 1 (cf [7] , (4.1.2))
Applying this, we have, writing α = α χ , β = β χ ,
Then, using (5.9) and (4.18), we obtain (5.7). Since
similarly as (4.15), the proof of (5.8) amounts to show
and this is elementary. 
where a i (λ), b i (λ) are as defined in (4.11). Moreover we have, if µ > 1,
Proof. Since 
By Lemma 5.4, the same argument as in the proof of Proposition 4.6 works to prove the proposition.
Lemma 5.6. Let the differential operator D be as defined in (4.19). Then we have
one easily verifies
So H µ satisfies D 1 H µ = −1 with
Hence the lemma follows. Now we finish the proof of Theorem 5.1. Let µ = m/l be as in Theorem 4.1. By Lemma 5.2, (5.10) and (5.11), we have 
where Θ 2 is the same differential operator in the proof of Proposition 4.7. Hence
5.5. Question of Golyshev. We give an affirmative answer to the question of Golyshev in a special case.
Lemma 5.7. Let
be the hypergeometric differential operator. Put
and local systems of C-modules on S := P 1 \ {0, 1, ∞}
where D S denotes the ring of differential operators on S. Let
be the exact sequence obtained by applying the solution functor Sol (
Then, for any generically finite dominant map h : T → S, the exact sequence
Proof. We first note that P HG = λD where D is the differential operator (4.19). Let F µ (λ), G µ (λ) be as in Theorem 4.1, and H µ (λ) as in in Theorem 5.1. Then the solutions of P HG are F µ (λ), G µ (λ) (cf. the proof of Propositions 4.7 and 4.8), and the solutions of Q HG are F µ (λ), G µ (λ), H µ (λ) (cf. Lemma 5.6):
is injective, we may assume T = S. Assume that the sequence (5.14) splits. This means that there are c 1 , c 2 ∈ C such that C(H µ (λ) + c 1 F µ (λ) + c 2 G µ (λ)) is stable under the action of π 1 (S, λ). The eigenvalues of the local monodromy T ∞ at λ = ∞ on V P are e 2πi(α χ −µ) , e 2πi(β χ −µ) . On the other hand H µ (λ) is the eigenvector with eigenvalue e −2πiµ . Therefore c 1 = c 2 = 0, namely H µ (λ) is stable under the action of that of V Q /V P (cf. (5.1) ). The monodromy representation of Z 1 , Z 2 C is isomorphic to that of To do this we need to check that the above integrals are linearly independent over C. The first and second integrals are spanned by ΘF µ (λ), ΘG µ (1 − λ) and they are linearly independent by Theorem 4.1 (Period formula). The 3rd integral is equal to ΘH µ (λ) modulo an algebraic function by Theorem 5.1 (Regulator formula). Suppose that the 3rd integral is a linear combination of the 1st and 2nd integrals. Then is also an algebraic function. Since ΘF µ (λ), ΘG µ (λ) are linearly independent over C, f (λ) = 0. It generates the 2-dimensional space ΘF µ (λ), ΘG µ (λ) ∼ = V P as C[π 1 (S)]-module since V P is irreducible. Hence the monodromy representation of V P factors through a finite quotient. This is a contradiction. Hence the three integrals (5.18) are linearly independent over C.
We now have that the monodromy representation of H ′ B ( t χ) is isomorphic to that of ΘF µ (λ), ΘG µ (λ), ΘH µ (λ) + (an algebraic function). Therefore letting h : T → S be a finite covering which trivializing the monodromy of the algebraic function, we have an isomorphism h * H t χ) and V Q /V P ∼ = Coker(T 1 −1)( t χ). Now the assertion follows from the injectivity of Ext 1 π1(S) (V Q /V P , V P ) → Ext 1 π1(T ) (h * (V Q /V P ), h * V P ). This completes the proof. 
for m = k + lr, r ∈ Z. Apply this to (5.12) and (5.13). The rest is a direct computation (left to the reader).
